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Ahava and Blessings

Welcome to the Magdalene Avalon

Retreat, our culminating spiritual

sanctuary for the year 2023. As we

find ourselves in the embrace of the

year's deepest darkness, we gather

in anticipation of the solstice,

entering into a profound exploration

of our souls. This retreat is a sacred

invitation to awaken the Magdalene

within, to fan the divine spark that

dwells in the core of our beings.

In this Magdalene Avalon Retreat,

we value the power of stillness, the

sanctity of silence. It is within these

quiet moments that we empty

ourselves, surrendering our fears,

anxieties, and the clutter of worldly

preoccupations. As we create this

internal space, we allow the

'Beresheet' - the ever-creating force

of Creation - to inhabit us, filling us

up with the Infinite that we

inherently are. We will become

vessels, ready to be filled with an

understanding of our true, unending

selves.
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'Revelation' is an occasion where

we journey together in a

consecrated circle of unity and

acceptance. Here, we will hold

space for each other, receive the

profound insights that come our

way, and fully embrace the

revelations of the Magdalene.

Furthermore, we will be guided by

the wisdom of the Desert Rose

Teachers, masters of the spiritual

realm who help us navigate our

journey towards enlightenment.

In this transformative experience,

the whispers of the Magdalene and

the teachings of the Desert Rose

will touch your soul, guide your

spirit, and uplift your being. The

Magdalene Avalon Retreat is more

than a Retreat, it is a spiritual

rebirth and a deeper connection

with the cosmos. Join us in the Holy

Land of Avalon and let the

Revelation begin.
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MAGDALENE AVALON RETREAT

DECEMBER 1, 2, 3, 2023

December 1: Magdalene Shabbat at the Magdalene Chapel in

Glastonbury

16,30

 

Theme: What is Revelation and how can we be vessels for

Revelation?

 

We will gather at the Magdalene Chapel in Avalon for our

Magdalene Shabbat.

 

In this Sacred Gathering we honor the teachings of Yeshua and

Mary Magdalene, whose profound wisdom flows like a river

through the landscape of our spiritual journey. We celebrate the

divine feminine and masculine, the dual forces that coalesce within

each of us, creating a harmonious balance within and around us.

 

We honor and acknowledge the Shekhinah, the Divine Presence,

who fills our world and hearts with eternal love and compassion. As

we recite prayers, chant, drum, dance and rejoice in Community,

we recognize the divine in us and among us.

 

In the spirit of this sacred gathering, let us remember the teachings

of Yeshua and Mary Magdalene, Shekhinah  and Adonai, let us

remember the divine love that flows through all creation, connecting

us in this vast, sacred tapestry of existence.

THE MAGDALENE AVALON RETREAT
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MAGDALENE AVALON RETREAT

DECEMBER 1, 2, 3, 2023

In this Magdalene Shabbat we will experience a Ceremony uniting

Our Lady of Guadalupe with Lady Avalon, both Black Madonnas.

Our intention will be to anchor the presence of Guadalupe in

Glastonbury, a calling that I have received for many months now. 

 

The Guadalupe that I will bring to Glastonbury will remain in

Glastonbury.

 

It is believed my many Gnostics that when our Lady of Guadalupe

appeared to Juan Diego, this activated the influx of the Magdalene

Codes on Earth.

 

We will experience a powerful Aramaic Prayer Chant in this

Ceremony. 

THE MAGDALENE AVALON RETREAT
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December 2: 10,00 – 17,30 Revelation: The Magdalene Voice and

The Soul´s Journey

 

A  profound spiritual exploration that Will open us up into the

wisdom and teachings of Mary Magdalene, immersing us in the

healing power of sound and the illuminating guidance of the

Magdalene Light Language.

 

The 'Magdalene Voice' invites us to embody the Magdalene

wisdom through the power of our own voices. Through practices

such as chanting, singing, and toning, we are encouraged to utilize

sound as a vessel for spiritual expression, connection, and healing.

The voice becomes a tool of resonance, transmitting and receiving

divine energy, and facilitating a deeper spiritual connection.

 

Incorporating the Magdalene Light Language, we are invited to

engage with a spiritual form of communication that transcends the

constraints of conventional language. This Light Language

resonates directly with our spiritual essence, bringing about healing,

awakening, and a deeper alignment with our divine purpose. It is

filled with divine frequencies that serve as a powerful tool for

clearing energetic blockages, activating our spiritual DNA, and

unlocking our innate healing abilities.

 

The 'Soul’s Journey' is a spiritual pilgrimage guided by Mary

Magdalene's vision, a voyage towards enlightenment and unity with

the Divine. This journey invites us to transcend the physical world's

limitations and confront the obstacles that impede our spiritual

growth. An integral part of this journey is the process of emptying

ourselves, letting go of attachments, preconceptions, and all that

hinders our spiritual expansion.

THE MAGDALENE AVALON RETREAT
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Through this emptying, we create space to be filled by the 'Breath of

Alaha,' the divine breath that instills life and spirit into all beings. As

we empty ourselves of earthly distractions, we allow our soul essence

to expand, making room for divine energy to fill us. This is a path of

self-realization, where we discover and align with our true spiritual

nature.

 

Opening Sacred Space and Community

Introduction and talk on the day´s Revelation.

The Living Word (Aramaic Teachings of the Beresheet – Creation)

Embodiment Practice through the Beresheet Prayer – Sacred Dance,

DMT Ritual Movement, Magdalene and Essene Meditations, Frame

Drumming, Aramaic and Hebrew Mantras and Prayers, Magdalene

Light Language). 

 

Magdalene Light Language and Light Healing.

 

The Rosa Mystica Spiral: Mother Anna. In the Spiral of the Rosa

Mystica, at this time of the year we prepare to receive Mother Anna,

grandmother of Yeshua. We will learn about the Gnostic – Biblical

Astrology and we prepare our SHEKHINAH CEREMONY guided

by Mother Anna for the Aramaic Cycle of the month.

 

The Shiveti Adonai Activation: Activation of the Soul Template for

Awakening, Purpose, Mission and Expansion. The Shiveti Adonai

activation brings into unity our Soul Matrix incarnated here on Earth

with the Soul Matrix before we incarnated (The Light Essence of the

Soul). We will also learn a specific Desert Rose Shamanic Drum

Rhythm to activate this Template.

 

Channeled Sacred Writing, Community Circle Sharing, Desert Rose

Oracle Reading and Integration

THE MAGDALENE AVALON RETREAT
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December 3: 10 - 17,30 Revelation: Beresheet: The Sound of Creation

 

On the third day of our retreat, we will immerse ourselves in the

exploration of the 'Beresheet Revelation', stemming from the Aramaic

biblical 'Beresheet,' meaning 'In the beginning,' a phrase that echoes

the boundless potential of creation, the genesis of everything that

exists, a testament to Creation creating infinitely.

 

This day is dedicated to exploring the healing required to bring forth

our true creations, our genuine self-expression in this world. We

question: what is the sacred path we must traverse, what rites must we

undertake to manifest our innermost potential and contribute

meaningfully to the continuous act of Creation?

 

Embracing the 'Beresheet Revelation' requires us to embark on a

journey of self-emptying. We need to relinquish attachments,

preconceptions, and hindrances to our spiritual growth. In this state of

openness and receptivity, we align ourselves with the divine light,

becoming vessels for the universal creative energy that drives all

existence.

However, this spiritual alignment is not an escape from our physical

existence. Instead, it is a harmonious convergence of our spiritual

essence with our earthly incarnation. It is about grounding ourselves

firmly in the earthly plane, honoring our physical existence, and

recognizing it as a necessary part of our spiritual journey.

 

We understand that our soul, the essence of our being, knows our

true origin. She retains the memory of our divine provenance and

eternal connection with the Heavenly Realm and the Cosmic

Intelligence. Our task is to uncover this deep-seated knowledge, to

remember our divine heritage, and to manifest it in our earthly lives.
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As we journey through this day of 'Beresheet Revelation,' we will

engage with these concepts at a profound level, seeking to realize the

divine potential within us and bring it forth into the world. It is an

invitation to participate in the infinite act of Creation, guided by our

soul's knowledge and aligned with the divine light.

 

Opening Sacred Space and Community

 

Introduction and talk on the day´s Revelation.

 

Embodiment through 7 Hathors and Aramaic Shamanic Drumming.

 

Magdalene Womb Rite for the Awakening of Imma Illah - Cosmic

Womb

 

Sarah Tamar and the Blue Rose Healing 

 

El Shaddai Devotional Bhakti (Specific Prayers in Aramaic and

Hebrew to receive the infused presence of El Shaddai)

 

El Shaddai Meditation and Aramaic Magdalene Rosary at the Chalice

Well

 

Black Madonna Myrraphore and Drumming Ceremony for renewal

and rebirth

 

Ley Line Meditation and Prayer in the Abbey Grounds.

 

Channeled Sacred Writing, Community Circle Sharing, Desert Rose

Oracle Reading, and Integration
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Course, Workshops and Retreats include Embodiment through:

Aramaic and Hebrew Prayers and Chanting

Desert Rose drumming

DMT Ritual Movement

Essene Breath Meditations

Magdalene Meditations

Alaha Shela Practice

Magdalene Womb Yoga

Desert Rose Bee frequencies

Light Language

THE MAGDALENE AVALON RETREAT
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Price of the Retreat: 444 euros

 

This Price includes all of the workshops, Certificate of

Participation, tea, coffee, entrance to the Chalice well, telegram

group, follow up gathering on zoom 21 days (more or less) after

the retreat, Book of chants and Meditations experienced in the

Retreat.

 

The retreat is in a beautiful venue right on top of the Michael and

Mary Lines. 

 

This is a Non - Residential Retreat. Housing and travel is

organized by each participant (For those of you travelling from

abroad). Once you sign up you will have access to the Telegram

Group. This is wonderful for sorting out accommodation, travel,

etc. There are many beautiful places to stay in in Glastonbury and

I will facilitate a PDF with beautiful places for accommodation.

 

This retreat welcomes people from all over the world. This

Retreat is for Women and Men who want to embody the Divine

Feminine Presence and dive deep into the teachings of the Desert

Rose, Light Creation, awaken within the Magdalene

Consciousness, Practices of Alaha Shela, the Path of Prayer

through Creativity, Devotion, Faith and Ritual.

 

Things to bring to the Retreat:

Frame Drum

I will share the oils that we will be using during the Retreat once

you sign up.

Your Retreat Book will contain the Aramaic wisdom, prayers,

chants and letters we will experience during the retreat.
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There will also be a 40 day meditation practice prior to the start

date of the retreat.

 

If you have any questions please email me at info@anaotero.net.

 

Payment Options:

There are three Different Payment options and you can choose

the one that is easiest for you.

 

Paypal: info@anaotero.net

If you pay through paypal please add 10 euros for paypal fee.

 

Revolut:

IBAN LT07 3250 0548 8916 4321

BIC REVOLT21

 

Wise: 

IBAN BE90 9674 5660 5032

BIC TRWIBEB1XXX
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For those of you who feel the calling something magical happens

in these gatherings where we honor the Kallah Messiah and

Yeshua Messiah.

 

For those of you joining the retreat, I encourage you to come a few

days early so you can receive the activations of the Holy Land of

Avalon.

 

The prophecy is unfolding through us as we learn how to embody

the Shekhinah through Mary Magdalene.

 

AHAVA

RACHAMIN

CHESED

SHALOM

 

Ana Otero
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